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Synopsis
Some second order semilinear elliptic boundary value problems of the Ambrosetti-Prodi-type are
studied. Existence and multiplicity of solutions is proved in dependence on a parameter. Constructing
a global strongly increasing fixed point operator in a suitable function space, observing - under
appropriate conditions, which are in some sense optimal - that the fixed point operator has some
properties similar to a strongly positive linear endomorphism, one unifies and improves the treatment
of such problems, whether the nonlinearity is dependent on the gradient or not, and obtains some new
results.
I. Introduction and statement of the results
In this paper we study the semilinear boundary value problem (BVP)
(Pt) Lu = G(x, u, Du) + tr in ft
Bu = 0 on dfi,
where t is a real parameter value. Here D, denotes a bounded domain in 1R" whose
boundary dil is a C2-submanifold of dimension n - 1 such that (1 lies locally on
one side of aft. By L we denote the strongly uniformly elliptic differential
operator Lu = -£",•=! OyDjOjU+X"^ OjDjU + aoU, where aij = aji, cif, aoeC(ft),
and, adding al, a > 0, to both sides of (Pt), ao(x) g e > 0 for all x e il. B denotes
either the Dirichlet boundary operator, or the operator Bu = du/dv + cou, where
") is an outward pointing, nowhere tangent vectorfield on d£l and
lR), c0SO. Moreover
r e C(O)\{0} satisfies r(x) § 0 in n. (1)
Let A.j denote the principal eigenvalue of the linear BVP Lu = X.u in fl, Bu = 0 on
flfl. Since a 0 Se we have Aj>0.
For the nonlinearity G we assume:
(Gl) G: A = fix|RxiRn—»R is continuous, continuously differentiable with re-
spect to s and $ and verifies the growth conditions
0) |G(x,s,!) |sC l(H)(l + |£|2) for all ( X , S , | ) G A
(ii) \G(x, s,|)|gc2(s+)(l + |s| + |||) for all (x, s,
where ct: U+ —* U+ are suitable increasing functions and D,0 denotes the set
{x € D, | r(x) = 0} and s+ = s if s S 0 and s+ = 0 otherwise.
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(G2) There exists a continuous function G*:ftxR—>|R such that G(x, s, £)g
G*(x, s) for all (x, s, | ) e A and
(i) lim sup G*(x,s)/s<\l
(ii) liminf G*(x, s)/s>\1
uniformly for xefl.
Our main results are:
THEOREM 1. Assume r and G satisfy (1) and (Gl), (G2), respectively. Then there
exists a toeU such that (Pf) is solvable for t<t0 and not solvable for t>t0.
THEOREM 2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and in addition
there exists for all bounded intervals F c R a constant M = M(F) such that u,(x) S M
for all xeft, where u, is an arbitrary solution of (P(), teT. Then there is a toeU
such that (Pt) possesses at least two solutions for t < t0, at least one solution for t = t0
and no solution for t > t0.
As an application we have:
COROLLARY. If r and G satisfy (1) and (Gl), (G2), respectively, and in addition
(G3) for all meU there exists a constant M = M{m) such that
for all ss^m, xef l and £eR", then the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied.
Some remarks concerning the comparison of our results with related former
research are in order.
1. If r(x)>0 in ft and Bu = u we obtain a recent result of Kazdan and Kramer
[1]. They prove a theorem of the type of Theorem 1 via the method of sub- and
supersolutions. One should also mention the paper of Kazdan and Warner [5] in
which similar problems for the case where G is not depending on the gradient
have been studied. If r(x)§0 in ft but r^O, the basic step in [1] and [5], the
construction of a supersolution for a suitable parameter value t does not carry
over to our situation. Moreover no multiplicity result is obtained there and no
assertion is made for t = t0. Note however that for the multiplicity result we need
an additional a priori estimate.
2. If r j O we obtain an extension and sharpening of a result of Hess [2] where
the nonlinearity was independent of the gradient. The technique developed in [2]
does not apply to our situation if one has gradient-dependence.
3. In a recent paper Amann and Hess [7] proved a theorem of the type of
Theorem 2 for the nonlinear BVP Lu = f(x, u, t) in ft, Bu = 0 on dft, where t
denotes a real parameter value. If G is independent of the gradient and r(x)>0
in ft their result is applicable to our situation. Hence, Theorem 2 and the
corollary extend their result in some respect to the case where G is depending on
the gradient and the function r satisfies r $ 0 .
4. As a by-product we obtain a much simpler method for studying the equation
Lu = G(x, u, Du) in ft, Bu = 0 on 3ft, if sub- and supersolutions u Si u are given,
as in the paper of Amann and Crandall [4]. Their method only allowed the
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construction of an increasing fixed point operator on the order interval [u, u\. Our
strongly increasing fixed point operator is a global one, which has some advan-
tages, for example in studying multiplicity.
5. Questions similar to our problem have also been discussed by Dancer [8] for
equations of the type Lu = g(u)-/ .
Acknowledgment. I wish to thank M. Crandall and P. Hess for helpful sugges-
tions.
II. A basic proposition
Fix p > n throughout this paper. We will use the standard notation for the
function spaces and denote by Ce(ft) and W|-P(ft) the closed subspaces of C^ft)
and W 2 "^ ) consisting of those functions which satisfy the boundary condition
Bu = 0 on dft. In the sequel we will need the following proposition.
PROPOSITION. Assume y: C^O) —» L°°(ft) is a continuous operator which satisfies
|Y(U)(X)|=SC(|U(X)|)(1 + |DU(X)|2) for all xeft, where c:R+^(R+ is a suitable
increasing function and 7(0) = 0. Moreover assume y admits for all u, v e C1(fl) the
representation
with 6j = bt(u, Du, v, Dv) e L°°(ft), i = 0 , . . . , n, and b0S 0. Then we have
(a) The problem
(*) Lu + y(u) = f infi, Bu = 0 on dCl,
is for all f€L*"{Cl) uniquely solvable in W2'"^) and the solution operator
H: L°°(ft) —* Cg(£l) is strongly increasing and compact where the function spaces
are equipped with the natural order structures. If ScL°°(ft) is a La-bounded set,
equipped with the induced Lp-topology given by the imbedding L""(ft)—»Lp(ft),
then the operator Hs: S —» CB(D): f—*Hf is continuous.
(b) If there exist an open subset ft* <= O and for all v e C1(fi) a constant
M ( D ) S 0 such that \y(w + v)(x)-y(v)(x)\^M(v)(\w(x)\ + \Dw(x)\) for xeft* and
w S 0, and if r satisfies (1) with r(x) > 0 for all x e O\ft*, then for all a e C(ft) and
all <f> G C^(ft) we find T = T(a, <f>,r)eU such that H(a + tr)^<(> for all t g T.
Remark 1. Roughly speaking (b) says that linear growth of the operator
u —> y(u) in u and |Du| on the set {x e ft | r(x) = 0} implies that a solution of (*)
with f=a + tr becomes negative if teU is small enough.
Remark 2. A typical example for such an operator is the following: Consider a
continuous map |3: ftxIRxR" -»R: (x, s, £)-» 0(x, s, | ) such that dp/ds and d|3/d£
exist and are continuous, which satisfies the growth conditions (Gl) (i) and (ii),
and in addition let d/3/dsS0. Define 7: Cl(ii) ^> L"(Cl) by y(u)(x) =
/3(x, u(x), Dw(x)). We find for u, ve C^ft)
7(u) - 7(1;) = I ( [ (afi/afi)(., u + f(" - v), Dv + tD(u - u))
( [ tD(u-u)) dt](u-u)
which is an admissible representation.
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For the proof of the proposition we need the following lemmata:
LEMMA 1. Suppose ftjeL"(fl), i = 0 , . , . , n, and bo(x)g0. Let u
satisfy the inequalities
Lu+ Xb;D;" + M = 0 inn, BuSO onan.
i = l
Then u is0. If u^O then u(x)>0 /or a/f x e n and if u(x) = 0 /or some x edn, then
(du/dv)(x)<0 where v is an outward pointing vector at x which is not tangential.
Lemma 1 follows from Bony's maximum principle [6].
LEMMA 2. For every beL°°(n) there is exactly one solution ue W^^ifl) of the
problem Lu = b(l + \Du\2) in il, Bu = 0 on dfl. Moreover there is an increasing
function d: U+ —* U+ such that \\u\\2ip = dfll&Hoo). The function d is depending only on
L, n , p, and n.
The proof is a trivial variant of a result in [4].
Proof of the proposition. By the hypotheses on L and 7 we find constants Mt < 0
and M 2 >0 such that the functions <fo(x) = Mt, i = 1, 2, are strict sub- and super-
solutions of (*). Let us denote by A the order interval [4>u <f>2] in C^fV). Assume
u, u e W 2 " ^ ) satisfy
Lu + y(u)^Lv + y(v) in fl, Bu^Bv on an.
Using our representation of y and Lemma 1 we immediately find that a solution
of (*) is unique and that the solution operator - if it exists - is strongly
increasing. Moreover, the solution of (*) has to be in the interior of A due to the
fact that <f>u <f>2 are strict sub- and supersolutions. Using Lemma 2 we obtain an a
priori estimate for the solution u. In fact, the solution u of (*) satisfies
Lu = b(l + \Du\z) i n n
Bu = 0 on dfl,
where b = (—y(u) + f)(l + \Du\2)~l. Since u has to be in int(A) we find by the
growth condition of y that ||&||L-(n) = const where the constant is only depending
on (f>1 and <£2- This implies by Lemma 2: Hwilc'cn) = const. Let BR denote the open
ball in C^n) with radius R and let AR = A n BR. By our preceding discussion one
immediately obtains for R large enough that deg(I— P, AR, 0)= 1, where
P: AR —> C 1 ^) is defined by Pu = K(f-y{u)) and K denotes the solution
operator of the linear BVP Lu = g in n, Bu = 0 on an. (K: L°°(n) -> C 1 ^)
compact). Up to now we have proved that (*) is uniquely solvable for /GL°°(n)
and that the solution operator H: L°°(n) —* W^e(il): f—* u is strongly increasing.
Using Lemma 2 in the same way as before, we find that H maps L°°-bounded sets
into W2'"-bounded sets. From the compactness of the imbedding W|>p(n)—»
Ce(n) we deduce that H: L°°(il) —» Cg(Q,) maps bounded sets into relatively
compact sets and moreover H remains strongly increasing. Let S <= L°°(il) be a
L°°-bounded set equipped with the L"-topology. Assume Hs: S —* Cg(n) is not
continuous. Then there exists a sequence ( / J c S converging in Lp to some feS
such that ||Hfn-H/||c.(n)SS for a suitable S>0. Since (HfJ is bounded in
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W|>p(ft) we may assume (for a subsequence) Hfn —> u strongly in C^Cn). Taking
the limit in
fn y(fn) fn , fn = 0 on dQ,
we find
Lu + y(u) = / in a, Bu = 0 on dCl.
Hence, by the uniqueness of solutions we must have u = Hf. This implies a
contradiction: 0 < 8 ^ lim inf \\Hfn - H/||ci(n) = 0.
Now we prove (b). Let a e C(ft) and denote H(a) by v. We have for u =
H(a + tr) and w = u-v
v)-y(v) = tr in H, Bw = 0 on dO.
Let -y: C^O)—»L°°(n): w—» 7(w + t))-7(i)) and denote by x' H—»R the charac-
teristic function of fl\O*. Define 7*: C^A) -> L°°(£l) by
7*(w)(x) = (XY(W))(X) + M(v)w(x) - M(v) \Dw(x)\.
Obviously y* satisfies the hypotheses of part (a) and moreover we have for w gO
(T(W) - 7*(w))(x) = ((1 - x)7(w))(x) - M(v)w(x) + M(v) \Dw(x)\.
If x e fl* we deduce
(•y(w)-7*(w))(x)^M(t>) |w(x)| + M(u) |Dw(x)|-|7(w)(x)
SM(u) \w(x)\ + M(v) |Dw(x)|-M(u) |w(x)|
-M(«)|Dw(x)|
SO.
If xef l \n* we find
(7(w) - 7*(vv))(x) = M(v) Iw(x)| + M(«) |Dw(x)| S 0.
Hence we have for all we Cx(n) with vv^O: y(w)^y*(w). Let us denote by H*
the solution operator of the following BVP
w) = f in 0, Bw = 0 on dil.
Since H*(0) = 0 and H* is strongly increasing we must have that wo = H*(-r)« 0
in CB(CI) {U«V means v-ueint(PCBHn))-> PcBHn)= positive cone in CB(H) ) . This
implies the existence of a negative number t'eR such that -t'wo« <f>-v. We find
7 ( 0 ) 7 ( w 0 ) ) in O
Bw0 = 0 on an.
Hence <f>-v »-t'wo = H*{t'r + b) with b = x(y(-t'w0) + t'y(w0)). We have for
The set ( ( t r -b)+) , s t . is L°°-bounded by \\b\\» and converges in Lp to zero. By the
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continuity properties of H* we find S>0 such that for all deL"(fl),
and ||d||LP(n) ^  <5 we have
<j> - v » H*(t'r + b + d) in Ci(fi).
For fSt' small enough we have ||(fr-b)+||Lp(n)SS. This implies for d = (tr-b)+
g H*(2tr -(tr-b)
= H*(2tr).
Let T = It. We obtain for w* = H*(Tr) (SO)
= L(w* + v) + y(w* + u) - (Lu + y(v))
Hence
From this we deduce
H(Tr +a)^w
which completes the proof. •
Remark. 3. If the hypotheses of part (b) are not satisfied, one can not expect
that the solutions of (*) are negative if t tends to -°°. Consider the following
example:
Let n = (0, 2). We study the following BVP
(**) -u"+qu + y(x, u) = f+tr inO, u=0 on dil
where q = 4 exp (-2), y: O x U -> U is defined by
-y(x, u) = —exp (—2u+4x) + exp (4x) — q min (u, 1—In (2)),
a n d / e C ( a ) by
exp (4x) x e [0, 1]
f(x) = 0 x e [3/2, 2]
linear on (1, 3/2)
and r $ 0 continuous with support in (3/2,2).
One easily verifies that the operator 7: C1^)—*L°°(il): u—>y(u): -y(u)(x) =
y(x, u(x)) is increasing, continuous and verifies the hypotheses of part (a). Let
u(x) = l n ( l -x )+2x for xe[0, 1). We have u(0) = 0, l - l n (2) = u(l/2)^u(x) for
all x G [0,1) and lim*^ v(x) = -°°. Denote the solution operator of (**) by H and
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let u = H(f+tr). We obtain on [0,1 — z] for some z, l / 2 > z > 0 , small enough
-v"+qv + y(x, v) = f=-u" + qu + y{x, u) in [0,1-2]
t)(0) = u(0) and u ( l - z )^u ( l - z ) .
By Lemma 1 we conclude that uSu on [0,1 — z]. Hence
0 < 1 - In (2) = «(l/2) S M(1/2) = H(/+ tr)(l/2)
for all ten.
ID. Proof s of the main results
Proo/ of Theorem 1. Define 7: ftx|Rx[Rn -»R by (Gs =dG/ds)
y{x, s, | ) = I (sign (Gs(x, u, g)-|G,(x, u, |)|)Gs(x, u, 0 ) du + s.
Then the maps s —> 7(x, s, | ) and s —• y{x, s, £) + G(x, s, | ) are strictly increasing
for all fixed (x, |)eftx[Rn. Consider
Lu + y(x, u, Du) = G(x, v, Du) + y(x, v, Du) + tr in D,
Bu = 0 ondfl, (2)
where v is a given function in C(O). We will show that (2) is for all v uniquely
solvable and that the solution operator T: U x C(Cl) -> Cl,(Cl)^ (t, «)-»• u(t, v) is
strongly increasing in both arguments and compact. Define yv: n x U x IRn -* R by
7,,(x, s, ^ ) = 7(x, s, 0-G(x, v(x), £)-y(x, v(x), |)
),0) + 7(x,u(x),0).
Then yv is locally uniformly lipschitz continuous in s and £, satisfies \yv(x, s, | ) | ^
cu(|s|)(l + |^|2) for a suitable increasing function c^ IR"1"—>R+ depending on v, and
is increasing in s. Moreover we have
7u(x, s, ij)-yv(x, s', g') = 7u(x, s, | ) - -yu(x, s', x, s', | ) - yv{x, s', | ' )
where for i = 1 . . . n
and
boto = 0
otherwise
otherwise.
Since yv is strictly increasing in s we have bo{x) > 0 and by the lipschitz condition
for i = 0 . . . n: b; 6 L°°(a). Let O* = ft0. Since the mapping (s, £) -> 7u(x, s, | ) is
locally uniformly lipschitz continuous and satisfies for given TS1R+
|7 , (X.S ,€) |^C 2 (T)(1 + |S| + |£|) for all (x, s, |)Gft*xlRx|R" with S ^ T ,
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we find for all given w e C*(ft) a constant M(w) such that
for all (x, s, |)eO*x|R-xlRn. (3)
Let us define the operator yv: Cx(n) —> L°°(D) by yv(u) = yv{., u, DM). By (3) we
can find for all weC1^) a constant M(w)>0 such that
\(yv(u + w)~yv(w))(x)\^M(w)(\u(x)\ + \Du(x)\)
for all xeil* and all ueC\D,) with u § 0 .
The preceding discussion of yv implies that 7^  satisfies the hypotheses of the
proposition.
This implies that (2) is uniquely solvable because it is equivalent to
Lu + yv(u) = G(.,v,0) + yv(.,v,0) + tr in O B u = 0 ondil. (4)
Let T: Rx C(ft) -> C^H): ((, u) -»• u(f, u) be the solution operator of (4). Using
Lemma 2 and proceeding as in the proof of the proposition, part (a), we deduce
that T is strongly increasing and compact. The solution u of
Lu + Vo(u) = G(, ,0, 0) + 70(. ,0, O) + tr in H Bu = 0 on an
is by definition T(t, 0). Applying now the proposition, we conclude for t*^0 small
enough T(t*, 0)«0. From results in [1] (Proposition 2.13) we obtain because of
the asymptotic behaviour of G as s —» —°°, that there exists a strict subsolution
« g 0 of (P,») which implies T(t*,u)»u in CB(A). Since T(t*,.) is strongly
increasing, it maps V = [M, 0]CBi(n) —> int (V). Moreover V is bounded in C(O)
which implies that T(t*, V) is bounded in CB(&)- Hence, by the compactness of
T(t*,.): C ( A ) ^ C(n), we find a fixed point in int(V) by Schauder's fixed point
theorem. Let f0 = SUP {t eR | (P,) is solvable}. If (P,) has a solution u, for some t we
infer that u, is a strict supersolution for all t'<t. As above we find a strict
subsolution u^u, , which implies the existence of a solution u,.eint([u, uJcvm))
of (P,-). By the asymptotic behaviour of G as s —» +°°, one can show that to<+°°
(see [1, proof of Theorem 3.4, p. 636]).
Proof of Theorem 2. Let T be as in Theorem 1 and choose t < t0. As we have
seen in the proof above there exist strict sub- and supersolutions of (Pt): u=iu.
Denote the order interval [u, u]cBHn) by -A- Since T= T(t,.) maps A —> int (A) we
find that the fixed points of T in A are in int (A). We may assume that there is
only one fixed point u e A (otherwise we are done). Finally we find for some e > 0
such that u + eB c in t (A) , where B denotes the open unit ball in CB(n), making
use of the standard properties of the Leray-Schauder-Degree and the fixed point
index
deg(I-T,u + eU, 0) = i(T, u + eU, CB(n)) = i(T, u + eB, A)
= i(T,A,A)=l.
For a solution u of T{l,u)=u, T<=[t, to+l] = V, we have u(x)SM(0. On the
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other hand solutions are bounded from below by
Lu = G(x, u, Du) + tr
in ft
Bu = 0 on aft
for some e >0 small enough and a suitable constant h depending only on e and F.
Hence u § K(h), where K denotes the positive solution operator of
Lu-(\1 — e)u = g in fl, Bu = 0 on aft.
Since the solutions of (P^), f eF, are contained in a C(ft)-bounded set, they must
be bounded in C^ft) by a constant fc —1. We deduce, since we may assume
u + eBc fcB, making use of the additivity, homotopy and excision properties of
the Leray-Schauder-Degree
deg{I-T, kU\u + eB, 0) = deg(I-T, fcB, 0 ) - 1
= deg ( I - T(to+1,.), kU, 0 ) - 1
which implies the existence of a second solution. To study (P^) choose a sequence
(t,,), trt<t0, tn—* t0. One can show as before that the sequence (u,,) of solutions u,,
of (P^) is relatively compact in Ce(ft). Hence we may assume (for a subsequence)
un—*u strongly in Ce(ft). Taking the limit for Tit,,, un) = un we find T{t0, u)= u
which completes the proof. •
Proof of the Corollary. It is enough to show that for all bounded intervals F c R
there exists a constant M = M(F) such that a solution u of (P,), leF, satisfies
u(x)^M for all xeft. As in the proof of Theorem 2 one can show the existence
of a constant M*:u is solution of (P,), teF, then u(x)^-M* for all xeft.
Assume there exist sequences ( t j and (un)c W ^ f t ) with HuJloo—»°° verifying
Lun = G(x,un,Dun)+tnr in ft, 6 ^ = 0 on aft. (5)
Since ||uJU-* °° we have | |uj = |k||<v(fi) -> °°- For wn = un/K|| we obtain
Lwn = (G(x,un,Dun) + tnr)/||un||
(6)
for suitable constants e >0 and TJ >0 depending on F. By the boundedness of the
set ((G(x,un,Dun) + tnr)/|kJ|) (Condition (G3)) in C(ft) we infer the relative
compactness of (wn) in Cs(ft). Hence we may assume wn —» w in C^ft) for some
w G Cg(ft) having ||w|| = 1. Since (u,,) is bounded from below we have w ^ 0. Thus
we deduce from (11) taking the limit
(A1 + e r 1 w - K w = y&0 (7)
where K denotes the solution operator of the linear BVP Lu = g in ft, Bu = 0 on
aft, where g is a given function in Lp(ft). Since K: Ce(ft)—» C^(ft) is a strongly
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positive compact endomorphism and the spectral radius is r(K) = A^ "1 w e con-
clude, observing that (\1 + e)'1 <r(K), that equation (7) cannot have a positive
solution (see [3, Theorem 3.2]). This contradiction proves the corollary. •
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